tP5abc synthesis tP5abc was transcribed in vitro with T7 polymerase from PCR amplified DNA. The template strand (containing the RNA and T7 promoter sequence) and primers for the PCR were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, IA, USA). The T7 reactions were carried out using T7 RiboMAX express large scale kits, purchased from Promega (Madison, WI, USA). The RNA product was purified by size exclusion chromatography using a Superdex HiLoad 16/600 200pg column on an ÄKTA FPLC purifier. Purified RNA was buffer exchanged against the appropriate salt concentration, before being stored overnight (see below).
Static SAXS sample preparation RNA samples used in the static experiments were synthesized using the protocol described above. All samples were initially prepared and buffer exchanged into 10mM KMOPS + 20mM KCl + 20μM EDTA, pH7. The low [K] was chosen to select for extended RNA states. RNA used for the [K] salt series was buffer exchanged 5 times against a KCl containing solution of the final salt concentration + 10mM KMOPS + 20μM EDTA, pH 7 in Amicon Ultra-0.5 10KdA concentrators (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) hours before experiments. RNA used for the [Mg] salt series was prepared first by buffer exchange (5 times) into the initial, low salt buffer. Immediately before placement in the beam, MgCl 2 was added to achieve the appropriate final salt concentration. All RNA was annealed at 65°C for 5 minutes, before slow cooling to room temperature.
Time-resolved SAXS sample preparation RNA used in the time-resolved experiments was synthesized and buffer exchanged as described above. The initial buffer used for these experiments contained 10mM KMOPS + 20mM KCl + 20μM EDTA, pH7. For mixer experiments, the initial [RNA] was 80μM.
Static SAXS Experiments
Experimental setup SAXS profiles were measured at the G1 station of the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS). 11.325 keV x-rays were incident on a sample cell (described below). Images were acquired with a Pilatus 100K detector (Dectris). The direct beam was measured after passing through a semi-transparent beamstop (a 250 µm molybdenum foil) and used for normalization. Two sets of tungsten slits (ADC) were used to define the beam size and minimize parasitic scatter upstream of the sample cell. Samples were positioned in the sample cell using a peristaltic pump, and oscillated throughout the exposure with a syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus) to avoid radiation damage. The entire beam path from the beam defining slit to the beamstop was kept in vacuum to reduce parasitic scatter.
Sample cell
The static SAXS sample cell was comprised of a ~2" long section of 1.74 mm diameter polyimide tube (Microlumen) attached to stainless steel sample supply tubing on either end. A plastic support held the sample cell securely in place while providing ample room for the x-rays to pass through unimpeded. A picture of the static sample cell and support device are shown in Figure S1 . 
Data acquisition
At each salt concentration, measurements were performed at different [RNA] to control for interparticle interference effects (manifesting as changes in the low q SAXS profiles). RNA concentrations of 80, 60 or 40μM were used, and at least 2 RNA concentrations were sampled at each salt condition.
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Basic SAXS analysis
All data were analyzed with MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, Ma, USA) using in-house code. Buffer subtracted curves were matched in the range q>0.1 Å -1 for accurate sample concentration normalization. Interparticle interaction, in this case repulsion, was only detected at the lowest monovalent salt condition, 20 mM KCl. For this data point, the SAXS profile at infinite dilution was created by linear extrapolation to the zero-concentration limit from profiles acquired at higher sample concentrations. For all other cases (with no interparticle interference), matched SAXS profiles from all sample concentrations were averaged to give the final SAXS curves.
Basic SAXS analysis of this data is shown in Figure S2 below. All Kratky plots have been scaled to match in the range q=0.01-0.06 Å -1 and are unsmoothed to demonstrate the signal-to-noise achieved in the static experiments. The distance distribution functions (P(r)) were calculated using GNOM 1 , and the curve areas normalized to unity. Basic SAXS analysis of the static salt titrations. The radii of gyration R g (derived from a Guinier fit), Kratky plots and distance distribution functions (P(r)) derived from GNOM are shown for titrations in KCl a) and MgCl 2 b). In some cases, the uncertainty on the R g values are comparable to the marker size. Kratky plots are unsmoothed.
Time-resolved (TR) SAXS Experiments
Experimental setup TR-SAXS data were acquired at the G1 Station of the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS). An illustration of the experimental setup is shown in Figure S3 . The mixer (described below) was housed in a 6" vacuum cube (Ideal Vacuum). 11.18 keV x-rays passed through a 50 µm SCATEX scatterless tantalum pinhole (Incoatec) about 25 mm upstream of the mixer. A 250 µm thick molybdenum foil was used as a semi-transparent beamstop, allowing images to be normalized by the transmitted photon counts. We collected scattering images with an Eiger 1M detector (Dectris). The entire x-ray flight path was under kept under vacuum to minimize parasitic scatter from windows. The flight tubes and sample chambers were connected by flexible vacuum bellows. Standard ¼-28 flat bottom fittings served as a vacuum feedthrough for the liquid supply lines. We used an OB1 pressure controller and MFS flow meters (Elveflow) to control both sample and buffer flows. 
Mixer fabrication
Microfluidic capillary mixers based on the design by Calvey et al. were fabricated as shown in Figure S4 . Most fabrication procedures are described in detail in 2 ; however these devices differ in several respects from the ones described in that publication. Briefly, the fabrication followed four steps:
1) First, we scribed glass capillaries with standard polyimide coating (Polymicro Technologies and Postnova Analytics Inc.) to length with a diamond scribe, then flattened and beveled the tips on an Allied Multiprep polisher (Allied High Tech Products, Inc.), ( Figure S4a ).
2) Using a butane torch, we removed the polyimide coating from the end of the outer capillary. A femtosecond laser was used to cut the centering spacers from a two mil polyimide sheet, after which they were installed over the inner capillaries, ( Figure S4b ).
3) Next, we inserted the inner into the outer capillary, and used UV curable epoxy (UV15, Masterbond) to secure the downstream inner capillary and completely fill the gap between it and the outer capillary. We cut the bonded outer and inner capillaries to length with a diamond saw, then polished the ends flat using the Multiprep polisher, ( Figure S4c ).
4)
To create the observation region, a piece of polyimide medical tubing with 1 mil wall thickness (MicroLumen) was fit over the flattened capillary assembly and sealed in place with Double Bubble Extra Fast Setting epoxy (Hardman Adhesives), as shown in Figure S4d . We secured the mixers to a metal frame, and connected the supply lines with standard 10-32 coned fittings (IDEX HS). Figure S5 shows a schematic of fluidic connections and a picture of completed mixers mounted on their frames. 
Mixer principles
The completed mixer can be described by considering three functional sections, labelled in Figure  2 of the main text. In the focusing region, RNA solution flowing out of the inner capillary is focused down into a thin (6-12 µm wide) jet by a coaxial flow of buffer containing magnesium. A constriction forces both the RNA solution and its coaxial sheath into a small diameter capillary, allowing the flow profile to develop quickly and minimizing pre-mixing as described in 2 .
The constriction is the mixing region of the device. Here, magnesium diffuses rapidly across the thin RNA sample jet. The RNA, due to its larger size, does not diffuse appreciably out of the central jet. For each time point, the flowrates were chosen to ensure the sample traverses the length of the constriction in a time short compared to the time point of interest, as shown in Table S1 .
The delay and probe region is comprised of the thin walled polyimide tubing. The sample jet slows and expands as it moves from the constriction to the delay and probe region, creating a larger xray path length. This larger sample volume improves the signal to noise ratio, and reduces the rate of diffusion so that the average magnesium concentration along the RNA jet remains roughly constant. The latter greatly simplifies interpretation and analysis of the data. The delay time is defined to be the time elapsed as the sample flows from the outlet of the constriction to its intersection with the x-ray beam. Different delay times were accessed by either moving the mixer or changing the flow rates.
Three different flow schemes were used to access the large range of time points required for this experiment (ms to seconds). To ensure consistency between conditions, the [Mg] in the outer buffer was adjusted to maintain an average concentration of 1 mM at the end of the constriction (thus throughout the observation region). Table S1 shows the Mg 2+ concentration of the outer flow, buffer and sample flowrates, and timing dispersion for each time point. This dispersion arises from both the travel time of the sample through the finite size of the beam ("beam smearing") as well as from the parabolic flow profile within the channel ("flow dispersion"). These are added in quadrature to yield the total dispersion. 10 3, 4 . Figure S6a shows the simulated MgCl 2 concentration averaged over the intersection volume of the x-ray beam and the sample jet for each time point probed. These values account for both the shape of the intersection volume and the unequal weighting of different points across the radial profile of the sample jet due to its cylindrical shape. The concentration in a radial slice through the sample jet is shown in Figure S6b to show concentration extremes experienced by some molecules in the jet. 
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Data collection
For each timepoint, we employed the following data acquisition procedure. We first positioned the mixer so the beam passed through the appropriate location in the probe region. With the sample flow off, we collected a buffer background signal. We then turned on the sample flow and acquired the sample signal. Finally, we turned off the sample flow and repeated the buffer background acquisition to ensure reliable background subtraction.
Basic SAXS analysis
As with the static data, all time-resolved data were analyzed with MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, Ma, USA) using in-house code. SAXS derived parameters as calculated for the static data are shown in Figure S7 below. Note that slight differences in R g compared to the manuscript reflect the different methods used to compute this parameter. Here, Guinier fitting is used to parallel the static data, whereas the main text uses GNOM derived values. The latter is preferable for TR experiments, as the whole curve is considered in the computation of R g , rather than a limited qrange. 
Simulations
Structures of the extended and collapsed states
We compute an ensemble of RNA conformations that represents the entire folding process of tP5abc. We guide the calculation by two end conformations. One conformation is the reactant (the unfolded structure) and the second conformation the product (folded conformation). The crystal structure 1HR2 5 represents the product state after the removal of four base pairs in the P5b stem following 6 . The unfolded or extended structure of this RNA follows a model proposed by 6 that exploits NMR constraints.
From the two end configurations four structures are simulated: i) A collapsed (folded) state that was generated from the crystal structure with Mg 2+ ions in the RNA core ii) A collapsed state with no Mg 2+ ions, iii) An extended state with Mg 2+ ions still at the RNA core and iv) extended state with no Mg 2+ ions. The four configurations (instead of only two) allow us to examine the distributions of conformations as a function of tightly bound (or not) magnesium. The energies of the initial structures are minimized utilizing the GBSA implicit solvent model 7 .
Subsequently, the RNA is solvated with explicit water molecules and ions in a triclinic cell that extends at least 10 Å from any RNA atom. 10, 11 . The RNA force field parameters are from AMBER03 12 . The equations of motion are integrated with a time step of 2 fs using the Leap Frog integrator 13 constraining the bond lengths at ideal values with the LINCS algorithm 14 . Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) summation 15 computes the long-range electrostatic interactions. The real space distance cutoff (for electrostatics and van der Waals energies) is set to 11Å. The grid for the Fourier space summation in PME is of 1.6Å, and fourth order splines interpolate the charge density on the grid. A dispersion correction is made for the van der Waals cutoff 16 . The bulk ion concentration of the aqueous solution is 55mM K + and 42mM Cl -and it consists of 65 K + and 10 Cl -ions. For a mixed aqueous solution of monovalent and magnesium ions, we have 31 K + , 17 Mg 2+ ions, and 10 Cl -ions, equivalent to bulk concentrations of 32, 2.8 and 30 mM respectively. The extended states, on the other hand, use a bigger simulation box with the same number of ions that result in about 40% reduction of each ion concentration in comparison to their collapsed counterpart. Bulk concentrations are measured by spherically averaging the concentration far from the center of mass of RNA. A spherical shell at the radius R=26Å with dR=2Å is used to estimate the bulk concentrations.
Equilibrium simulations of the four states are conducted in three steps: i) Equilibration of volume size with constant pressure simulations, ii) Equilibration of the ion distributions, and iii) Equilibration of the RNA molecule. For the first stage, 10ns Isothermal Isobaric ensemble (NPT) simulations were conducted by fixing the pressure at 1 bar and temperature 300K. Temperature coupling was accomplished using velocity rescaling with a stochastic term 17 while for pressure coupling we use the Parrinello-Rahman method 18 with a frequency of 1ps. The heavy atoms of RNA are restrained to their original positions using harmonic potentials with force constants of 1000kJ/nm 2 . The volume of the last snapshot of the NPT simulation is used in the ion equilibration phase that follows. An 80ns constant volume and temperature simulation (NVT) is conducted to equilibrate the aqueous solution while keeping the RNA molecule restrained. The restraints are removed in the third phase of the simulations that samples RNA conformations in the neighborhood of the reactant and product states. Data are recorded for every 10ps for analysis and structural clustering. Clusters are constructed for the extended and collapsed sets based on Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) using gromos method 19 .
The conformational ensembles of the folded and extended states show subtle differences in their structure and overall sizes. We monitor changes in the shape and size using the Radius of gyration (R g ) and the Root mean square distance (RMSD). The results are summarized in Table S2 . The structural heterogeneity is measured by the average RMSD (avRMSD), and by the number of clusters in the conformational ensemble. Clusters with weights 10% or higher are reported. In the extended state, the RNA size is largest in the absence of Mg 2+ ions with average R g =25.2Å in comparison to R g =21.5Å in Mg 2+ solution. Three major clusters with avRMSD of 5.6Å suggest a marked structural heterogeneity in the extended state ensemble. Upon a collapse in monovalent salt solution, the average size of the RNA undergoes 25% reduction with lesser structural heterogeneity. Similar to findings in monovalent salt only, the conformational ensemble shows the existence of extended and collapsed states in the presence of Mg ions. The RNA in the presence of Mg 2+ is more compact in both states than in the monovalent-only solution because of a more effective shielding of the electrostatic repulsion in Mg 2+ /K + ion mixture. The structural heterogeneity observed for monovalent ions is reduced dramatically for the ion mixture, making the collapsed state more stable.
In later phases, clusters define the reactant and product sets. The centers of most dominant clusters are used in reaction path calculations between folded and unfolded conformations. Here "unfolded" means more extended conformation with the majority of the secondary structure still intact. The dominant difference is in tertiary contacts, even though significant re-arrangement at the RNA core can also be highly significant in the presence of magnesium. The observation that the range of "unfolded" structures is quite small, especially in comparison to the related problem of protein folding, validates the use of the reaction path approach between two end structures. 20 . In its present form, it requires distinguishable particles and therefore cannot use explicit solvation. Instead, the Generalized Born Surface Area 7 (GBSA), which is an implicit solvent model, is used in the path calculations. Given the two end states, Minimum Energy Paths (MEP) of 64 structures (including the end points) are computed with and without the Mg 2+ ions at the core. Each of the MEP configurations was then solvated with SPC/E water 8 and explicit ions at 300K. The simulations were conducted with the MOIL package 17 . The isokinetic ensemble kept the temperature constant and the volume was 93.9x 64.0x 73.3Å
3 . The free energy calculations uses SHAKE 21 to constrain bonds of the RNA molecule to their ideal value and MSHAKE 22 to fix the geometry of water molecules. Velocity Verlet algorithm is used to integrate the equations of motion. The non-bonded potential parameters of RNA are from OPLS-AA 23 while parameters for bonded terms are from the Amber99 forcefield 24 . This combination of the two force fields has been successfully applied to model different RNA systems in the past [25] [26] [27] .
In preparation for the calculations of the free energy pathway, we conduct 80ns simulations of each of the aqueous solutions of the SPW path. The simulations fix the non-hydrogen atoms of the RNA letting the rest of the system move. After the equilibration of the aqueous solutions around the RNA, we used the String method 28, 29 to compute minimum free energy paths. The String method is implemented in MOIL as an extension of LUP 30 . LUP is a similar algorithm to the zero temperature string 29 that was designed to compute Steepest Descent Paths (SDP). In calculations of minimum free energy paths (MFEP), a discrete representation of the reaction coordinate is quenched in the space of coarse variables. The quenching requires a thermal average over the non-coarse degrees of freedom (e.g. the water coordinates). Note that during the calculations the two end points (extended and collapsed configurations) are kept fixed. 
A time step, Dt, of 0.5 fs was used to compute the average force -∇ Q i U in the NVT ensemble at a fixed value of the coarse variable (Q i ). Note that Δt is not the quenching time but the time step used to compute the average forces. The average forces are computed every 10 picoseconds and are used to quench the path as a function of the fictitious time τ . To ensure that the configurations are distributed uniformly along the path we re-parameterize the path after each iteration. We repeated this procedure for about 3ns of averaging time and used the last 1ns to generate the conformational ensembles for the extended-to-collapsed transition pathways.
Structure pool
About 350 configurations were selected from each path point providing a total of ~38,000 configurations in the pool. This procedure generates a large, varied and physically motivated pool from which ensemble selections could be made. The conformational landscape for the pool is shown in Figure S8 illustrating its breadth. The breadth and quality of models in the structure pool are two critical considerations for successful application of an ensemble selection scheme. For this system, we are fortunate that other experiments have provided high-resolution structures of unfolded and native RNA conformations to constrain and guide pool construction. Our process for constructing the pool is described above; essentially we computed the lowest free energy path between unfolded and folded structures, and computed orthogonal states for many structures along the path. We performed many tests to ensure that the final pool was as physically reasonable as possible. For example, inclusion of orthogonal states on the free energy path was essential to fit the data in multiple conditions, especially at the lower ionic strengths. This method allowed us to create a substantial pool of structures.
We did explore the effect of adding unphysical structures, for example using RNA conformations with non-native secondary structures, un-related to the known conformations of (either unfolded or folded) tp5abc. These conformations did not improve the fitting to the data, and often dramatically decreased the quality of the fitting when previously selected structures were removed. This experience justified the omission of these eccentric models from the structure set.
Ensemble Fitting
SAXS profile computation
The SAXS profiles for all MD generated structures were calculated using CRYSOL 2.8 31 , with maximum harmonic order 15, Fibonacci grid of order 18 and default hydration parameters. Due to concerns over hydration models, CRYSOL 3.0 (which implements a more realistic solvation protocol) was tested. The differences in the calculated SAXS profiles between the two hydration models are small, and much less than both the experimental uncertainty and noise on the data. Furthermore, CRYSOL is regularly implemented in the study of proteins (e.g. 32 ) where hydration models are emphasized due to the lower scattering contrast of the molecular backbone 33 . Due to the vast array of salt conditions probed, and the uncertainty associated with current force-fields description of RNA, the set of structures had the ions removed before computation of the SAXS profiles. As with hydration models, the effects of the ion-atmosphere around RNA is small, and much less than the experimental uncertainty on the data.
Ensemble optimization
Ensemble optimization was run on each processed SAXS curve using GAJOE 2.0 for 2000 generations, 8 ensembles were selected with a self-optimizing ensemble size, and the scheme was iterated 100 times to accumulate statistics with constant subtraction allowed 34 . The latter was implemented to approximate the effect of the ion atmosphere around RNA, and ensures the shape of the SAXS profile is the more relevant fitting parameter than small variations in absolute intensity caused by hydration or ion atmosphere models. No change in selections or improvement in fits (as assessed by the reduced chi-square) occurred when the algorithm was run for 10,000 generations; the scheme had converged by 2000 generations.
Static ensemble analysis
The fits achieved using this ensemble optimization approach are shown in Figure S9 below. The goodness of fit (χ 2 ) for each individual ensemble was assessed by comparison of the ensemble (I ens ) and experimentally derived (I exp ) SAXS curves:
where K is the total number of points in q-space, σ exp is the experimental error at each q point and c is a scaling factor. The global fit for the full ensembles were assessed through the reduced chisquare for each experimental condition:
here, the summation is over all generated ensembles (N=800). Given the small size of the uncertainties on the static SAXS data, the fits achieved are in excellent agreement with the experimental data. To parameterize the selected structures in a SAXS distinguishable manner, we calculated the R g and Distance to Native state (ΔN) for each conformation. The former was calculated using the CRYSOL output (from a Guinier fit to the theoretical curve), while the latter was defined as the summed distance between pairs of tertiary contacts (as shown in Figure S11 ) relative to the native state. The C1 atoms in the appropriate residues were used when calculating the pairwise distances for ΔN.
Fig S11: This panel shows an enlarged version of Figure 4d from the main text. The two metrics used in this analysis were the radius of gyration (R g ), which defines the rough global size of the molecule, and the Distance to Native state (ΔN) which tracks how close to the native state a given conformation is.
The conformational distributions defining the selected structures are shown as 1d projections onto R g and DN in Figure S12 below. The distributions have been offset in each salt series for presentation purposes. The distributions areas are normalized to one, and offset in 0.5 increments to aid presentation.
As described in the main text, a convenient way to visualize the selected models is in terms of 2D landscapes defined by R g and DN. In this representation, each selected structure contributes one point to the plot, located by its calculated value of R g and DN. The conformational space has been divided into a 50x50 grid, and the heat on the map quantifies the density of structures within a 0.5Å circle centered about each point in the space. The densities have been smoothed by a running mean filter across 5 grid points to aid presentation. A common color map is used for landscapes within the main text Figures 4 and 6 , but the colormap across these Figures differs for presentation purposes.
The two-dimensional representation of these histograms for each salt condition are presented below in Figures S13-S19. Key areas in the landscapes are circled, and 12 randomly drawn structures within these regions shown. Note that a combination of the presented structures is in general required to reconstitute the data. The sampling of these structures is large enough to capture the general theme of all structures contained within these regions, albeit without the intricate fluctuations the MD simulations provide. The fraction of tP5abc molecules in the native state as a function of salt are plotted in the Figure  S21 below. At 1mM Mg, we measure ~11%, which is in good agreement with the 8% value reported in Reference 35 . The native state is never achieved at lower [Mg] or at any [K] . States which lack all native tertiary contacts are collectively refered to as 'non-native' in the Figure S21 
Time-resolved ensemble analysis
The fits achieved following the application of the ensemble optimization technique to the TR data are shown in Figure S22 below, and were assessed as defined for the static data. Excellent agreement between selected structures and experimental data is observed; all computed values of chi-square are close to one. The distributions of R g and DN obtained through this ensemble fitting procedure for each experimental condition are shown as 1d histograms in Figure S24 . These 1d projections allow the large swath of electrostatically relaxed states detected at 10ms to be seen more clearly (orange curve right panel), and furthermore emphasize the 'funneling' observed between 10-100ms after the initiation of folding. Figures S25-S31 show the 2d landscapes defined by R g and DN for each timepoint measured. Circles highlight important areas in each landscape. For each region, 12 randomly selected structures are displayed. The sampling of these structures is large enough to capture the general theme of all structures contained within these regions, albeit without the intricate fluctuations the MD simulations provide. The fraction of tP5abc molcules in the native state is plotted as a function of time in Figure S32 below. In these experiments, ~15% of the population achieves this fold at the final time point, a slightly larger value than measured in the 1mM Mg static experiments. Given that the [Mg] in time resolved studies is slightly larger than the 1 mM of static experiments, this small variation is not surprising. Interestingly, the native state is never achieved before 300ms. As with the static analysis, conformations which lack all native contacts are collectively refered to as 'non-native'. 
1D projections of static and time resolved ensembles
In Figure S33 , we compare the distributions of R g and DN for the relevant static salt points to the start/end points of the time-resolved experiments. Additionally, the 100ms time point is compared to the 0.50mM Mg static distribution to highlight the similarities between these two conditions. Good agreement is obtained between the start and end points; minor variations in the start point result from a slight structure factor present in the time-resolved data, the end point varies due to the slight variation in [Mg] of the time-resolved experiments. 
Role of Mg ions in key intermediates
Below, we show surface Mg ion density maps around three key intermediates in the folding pathway: the open, second and helix-docked intermediates. The figures illustrate the Mg ion atmosphere, as well as potential ion binding/localization regions that are prevalent in each model.
For each of the states we select a representative conformation and conduct an equilibrium MD simulation to sample magnesium ion distributions for 200ns. To compute the magnesium ion localization we divide the simulation box into grids of 1Å in each direction x, y and z. All the simulation data where equilibrium is reached was used to compute the magnesium ion density. The average magnesium ion density at a grid k is simply computed as < ; > = < ; > where < ; > = ; ( ) E is the time average of the magnesium ion occupancy at that grid and dV is the grid volume. Results are normalized with the bulk density and shown as heat map in Fig S35. Early in the folding pathway, the open intermediate shows a high Mg ion density around P5c, and ion localization around numerous other areas including the A-rich bulge, P5b and the pocket between the P5b/c stem and P5a.
In the second intermediate (which occurs at later times), the Mg ion density within P5c remains high, and a strongly localized ion density appears in the A-rich bulge. From the models, this appears concurrent with a 'rolling' up of P5a, placing this helix vertically under the molecular core. These calculations also reveal a growing ion density in the top stem of P5b, and in the pocket under P5c.
Finally, in the helix-docked state, an enhanced density of Mg ions appears in the pocket under P5c which accommodates the partially dehydrated Mg ion found in the native structure. 
Critical assessment of the ensemble approach
Finally, we note that ensemble fitting approaches must be used with caution. Valid concerns about overfitting the data can be remediated by testing the robustness of the results, and by benchmarking features of the ensembles against trends observed in the raw data. As an example, key features of the full folding pathway are revealed in the raw SAXS data. The small, but significant changes in the high angle scatter reflect subtle expansions or contractions and provide an outline that is not redrawn, but simply augmented by the models. An SVD analysis of the raw SAXS data also confirms EOM findings that a small number of distinct states are detected at each time point. Finally, the uniqueness of the solutions can be explored by removing frequently selected structures from the pool, or proposing unphysical structures as a solution. In these cases when the pool is deliberately altered, the quality of the fit is reduced in correspondence with the degree of alteration. Atomic scale agreement between computation and experiment can only be achieved by benchmarking against techniques that report data with Å resolution; however, with the appropriate caution, restrained interpretation, tests and careful validations, much can be learned from the methods described herein.
